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REVISING TOWARD STRENGTHS
It’s easy to think of revision as a search for everything that’s “wrong” in your piece. What if, 

instead, you looked for what was most RIGHT and played up those strengths? For instance, if 

your piece is particularly funny, might you use humor to strengthen areas of your piece that 

feel like they’re not quite working? Maybe there’s a section that seems slow, or where the 

description isn’t strong. How might you strengthen the pace or description in a funny way?
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Every narrative is unique. If your piece intentionally doesn’t have one of these qualities, don’t 

fret! However, we wanted to provide you with a solid list of elements that most strong personal 

narratives should have.

Does your piece have:

   A beginning line that draws the reader into the narrative

   Vivid description so the reader sees, hears, smells, and feels the moment-to-moment action

   Your thoughts and feelings woven into the dialogue and action

   Specific dialogue that fits each person who speaks in the narrative

   A meaningful-to-you conflict or problem in the middle of the narrative 

   Clear explanation of why overcoming this challenge or problem was important

   A concrete resolution that shows how the situation turned out

   Well-chosen words and varied sentences that flow well together

   A smooth reading experience that keeps the reader engaged and avoids any confusion

If you’re not sure whether your piece has one or more of the above elements, we encourage you 

to try the following revision tips and tricks.



VIVID DESCRIPTION
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Open a blank document and paste your first line at the top. Then, try rewriting that same 

sentence at least five different ways. If you can write it ten or twenty different ways, all the 

better! One strategy for finding alternate options is to look at first lines from your favorite books 

and use them as a recipe for your own sentence. 

For instance, try Melissa Savage’s first line from Lemons as your recipe. She writes, “Bigfoot. It’s 

the very first thing I see when we pull into town.” If your story is about trying out for the school 

play, you might write, “Alice in Wonderland. It’s the only thing anyone can talk about before the 

morning bell rings.” 

Play around with possibilites until you find the just-

right sentence to kick off your narrative.

A STRONG BEGINNING LINE

Print your narrative and grab five differently colored highlighters. Highlight every description 

that shows something one might see in one color. Then, highlight sound descriptions in a 

different color. Do the same for the other three senses. Then, look over your piece. Does it feel 

like enough of the story is highlighted? Do you need more description overall?

Then, notice the range of color. Most writers naturally include description of what we might see, 

but sound and smell descriptions are more rare. However, sound and smell are very evocative 

senses that will help your reader feel more fully immersed in your scenes. 

Look over your piece and consider where you might include a few more sound or smell details, 

and if there are any other description tweaks you would like to make based on what your 

highlighting tells you.



SPECIFIC DIALOGUE
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Look for the moments of high emotion in your narrative. Ideally at the beginning, in the 

middle—especially at the climax, and at the end you will have felt at least one strong emotion.

First, label those emotions. If you notice that the words you’re using for your emotions are 

vague, like “happy,” or “okay,” grab a thesaurus and find a word that better describes how you 

felt. Look for a word that sits one notch above the one you’re using, like furious instead of angry. 

Play around with synonyms until you find the word that feels like the just-right fit. Angry may be 

perfect, or maybe you were actually frustrated, disgusted, or hurt.

Second, now that you have a map of your emotions, look for ways you might include those 

feelings in the storytelling. Might you use dialogue to share your feelings? Might you include a 

line or two of direct thought where you share the actual words you’re thinking inside your mind? 

If you do want to share feelings directly, you can make it clear that we’re listening in on your 

inner monologue by italicizing your sentences.

THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS WITHIN THE ACTION

Take out your highlighters again and highlight 

dialogue by each of the key characters in a unique 

color. Then, read only their lines out loud. Have you 

used the words that person might say in real life?

One author who writes excellent dialogue is Jason Reynolds. 

Check out As Brave As You and look specifically for dialogue from the different characters. What 

do you notice about each person’s personality as you pay close attention to the words they use 

to speak?

You might notice that some characters use shorter sentences, others tend to tease or joke 

around, and that often characters have particular phrases they prefer to use. How might you try 

one or more of these strategies to bring the people in your narrative more fully to life?



CONCRETE RESOLUTION
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Take out a blank sheet of paper or a journal and write in one or two sentences what the problem 

is in your story. If you find yourself listing what happens in the story, you may not yet be clear on 

the problem.

A problem or conflict might sound like, “I wanted to be the Mad Hatter in the school production 

of Alice in Wonderland, but I was too shy to try out.” A problem or conflict usually includes 

something you deeply want, and at least one obstacle that is keeping you from achieving your 

desire. Many times the obstacle is another person’s desire, which is part of what makes stories 

so interesting. For instance, in Erin Entrada Kelly’s book, Hello, 

Universe, the conflict is driven in large part by Chet Bullens’ 

need to prove his strength by bullying others.

Once you know what the problem is, write freehand 

about why the problem mattered to you. Why was it 

important in the beginning, and why was the solution 

important in the end? Then, underline any insights 

that you might be able to include in your narrative.

MEANINGFUL CONFLICT OR PROBLEM + THE WHY

One of the best ways to show how you changed or grew through an experience is to show how 

you might react differently at the end of the narrative than you did at the beginning.

Look back at your opening line and scene. What were you thinking, saying, and doing? Is there 

anything you can echo from the beginning, while showing differences, at the end?

We recommend that you use a specific action to show the change, and then that you include at 

least one line of inner monologue to highlight how you felt. You might even choose to note how 

different things are now than they were at the beginning. We often think back in this way, to an 

earlier moment, and compare how differently things are now. This strategy helps you underline 

for your reader what’s most important in the narrative, for you.



SMOOTH READING EXPERIENCE
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Linda Sue Park, author of A Single Shard, is a master reviser. When it comes to that final revision 

of your narrative, what’s most important is that you can see your piece with fresh eyes.

Linda Sue Park often coaches writers to change the font of their piece and also to add an enter 

after eadh line. Of course, eventually, you’ll put the text back into the correct, readable font, and 

take those line breaks out. However, the purpose of changing the formatting is to help yourself 

see your words and sentences.

First, have you left out important words? Make edits based on what you can now more easily 

see. Then, take a look at your words. Might swapping one word for another boost the overall 

impact of your narrative? Notice how similar your sentences are in length. Might you want to 

vary the sentence structure to make the words flow together 

more nicely? Also, pay attention to the starting word in each 

sentence. Have you used a solid variety of first words? 

If not, play around with different options for your 

sentences. Try three versions of the same sentence, 

and then choose the one you like best.

WELL-CHOSEN WORDS AND VARIED SENTENCES

Before you submit, make sure to invite someone else to read 

your narrative. As writers, we know so much about our stories, and 

we don’t always notice when we haven’t put an important piece of information on the page. A 

reader can tell you where they find themselves lost.

Note the questions. At first, it might seem frustrating that they have questions. After all, the 

answers are obvious to you. However, for each question, re-read the sentences in that specific 

section. Decide whether swapping a vague word like “that” or “it” for the concrete noun would 

make your meaning more clear. If the question is more complex than that, you might need to 

add a sentence or two, possibly even a paragraph or two earlier.

Your goal is to create a smooth reading experience that sweeps your reader into the narrative, 

and allows them to stay in the story without bouncing back out with unanswered questions. 


